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About This Content

'Halloween' Puzzle Pack contains 5 new puzzles across the globe, including free 'Ireland' demo puzzle - enjoy your visiting!

New exhibits locations:
Ireland, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Romania
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Very nice puzzles, and some very unique storytelling tricks.. Hardcube is very hard. >.< It's more about a ball, though? It should
be HardBall? IDK. :) Very fun, very cool. <3. I love dis game. I have never felt the need to provide a game review before but
this game is special. Crashes constantly. Button assignments change randomly. Stuck in menus endlessly. This is the worst case
of a completely non-functional release I have ever seen. Throttle revs but the car won't move. Did somebody leave the parking
brake on?

Completely unpayable!. \udb40\udc21. I only bought the game yesterday but so far it has been fun and a very promising. You
start of with 2 beetles in your nest and from there on you build your beetle empire.

In your nest you can put down variuos objects for your beetles to keep them happy. You breed 2 of your beetles giving you a
possbillity of 9 hatchlings with different stats whereby you can choose to keep 1 to be added to your colony. So with future
selective breeding you can build on the traits you want for your beatles.

You can also go to the "world map" which basically is a map of a vacant lot with a few areas in it that are locked at the start and
have to be explored with quests to get access to them. There are automated missions were you can sent out designated beetles on
missions to gather items for your lair, or take missions whereby you are placed in charge of a group of "offspring" beetles to
take on the other inhabitants in the yard.

In the first mission you need to kill a certain amount of bugs in the required time, it is pretty easy to get the three stars
achiement by just chasing down all the enemy.

Pros:
- Fun to breed and try to build on the stats you want for your beetles.
- You need to plan your exploration missons, some of the enemy are stronger than you and you can't just storm in.
- Some missions require you rather avoid combat to achieve the objectives or lure enemy away from the main storm.
- The price is really cheap to give it a try.

Cons:
- Music can use a overhaul
- Placing of stuff from the back pack in the nest feel a bit clunky.
- Combat is very basic, you basically just direct your swarm to the waypoint and they engage on their own.
- You beatles consume food very fast and you need to keep sending them om missions to keep your stock piles up.
- After a couple of breeding cessions your original beetles become obsolete so you don't really get attached to any of the
  beetles
- The game need some more depth, at the moment it feel as if you just have to rush breed to get your stats up, but I'm still early
lvl into the game and might change the more I play.

Will be interesting to see how the game plays out in future but I think there is a lot of potential here.
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Switzerland DLC is a nice addon at a fair price for this already amazing game
i buy it to support this small dev team to help add more content over time

. Underrated Gem!. Game freezes on 2nd race, have to force restart my computer to get out of it. Noice.. good game but better
to wait until ocmplete because right now it dusent feel like managment feels like. any normal cartoony rpg except fact theres
elimination i will buy once complete and update review. Being a great example of cult classic, Vampire the Masquerade
Bloodlines lives an eternal life among gamer community. When its sire Troika Studios met its final death in 2005, not long after
the game was released all odds were against then newly embraced game. However thanks to the various mods and wide and
fateful community the games undead heart is still beating.

What's the catch then? Why I and numerous other fans constantly keep installing this flop decade after decade? Whether it was
the deep lore or dark immersion or the feeling of liberty to solve the missions in my cool way or my disgust against Tremere or
the memorable characters made alive with super voice actors and actresses I keep coming back to it.

The most sensational thing is that VTM: Bloodlines 2 is coming and 'boy I surely hope that they make it right.. messy, buggy and
mysteriously alluring!. Finally, a way to change the winter mechanic I found tedious after a few playthroughs. The new faction
takes advantage of the seasons to its fullest extent. As someone who has owned all the DLC but hasn't played since vanilla was
launched, this expansion has brought a lot of depth and enjoyment to the game.

An absolute must own for any Endless Legend fan looking to flesh out an already amazing base game.. The game is average,
good for a bit of fun and it's worth the 1$ it asks for, if you're a fan of the infinite shoot'em up genre, grab this one for the
collection, complete the achievements and forget about it.. Stylish and fun shooter! If you’ve got the VR legs, switch it off of
rails movement and get into it! Fun mini tactical scenarios; hide behind an X, shoot at approaching X. Loads of style, plenty of
fun, and from me? Thumbs: UP!
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